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BOOK REVIEWS
THE PROCEDURAL STATUS OF THE INDIVIDUAL BEFORE INTERNATIONAL AND
SUPRANATIONAL TRIBUNALS. By W. Paul Gormley. The Hague: Mar-
tinus Nijhoff. 1966. Pp. xv, 206. G27.
Professor Gormley has brought to bear his considerable research talent,
his legal insight, and his feeling that certain basic changes are now in order upon
one of the most exciting and important subjects of modern international law.
At issue is the individual's claim to status, in his own right, as well as standing
to assert that status, as a subject of international law.
In assessing this issue it has become indelibly clear that now, as never
before, it is necessary for the law to keep pace with the totality of the social
environment in which it exists. To this reviewer the dichotomy presented is
that of the newer needs for community interdependence as opposed to a tradi-
tional satisfaction with "going it alone" in terms of national independence. It
is for this reason that the student of international law and organization must
be alert to those active forces that condition reality and that supply controlling
direction to the emerging law of the world community.
Such forces, which I have occasionally described as "social complex"
forces, consist nowadays of factors such as science, technology, transportation,
communications, the military, and the population revolutions-to mention
but a few - as well as the catalyst resulting from the tempo of our times. In
these areas, as in others, there have been quantum jumps in human capabilities
and outlooks. These changes, which have been described as exponential in
nature, have been united with changes in man's important institutions and
with changes in his perception of ancient and long standing values. These three
elements - social complex forces, institutions, and values - interact upon each
other to provide a kind of seamless web of interrelationships which, in turn,
provides a theory whereby reality can be sought and measured in the area of
international affairs.
It is interesting to note that while Professor Gormley has had no occasion
to analyze his subject and its materials through reliance upon a formal "social
complex theory" of international affairs, he has, in fact, made express reference
to basic humanitarian values which, as he properly notes, may be traced to the
powerful and instructive influence of natural law thinking. Further, he has
vigorously seized upon the modification of international institutions and has
demonstrated the importance to international law and organization of the
emergence of regional supranational bodies. While he has not sought to identify
the social complex forces in an organized or systematic way, it is clear that he
is abundantly aware of the impact of such forces upon the dynamic areas that
he has brought under analysis. In view of the fact that this reviewer has been
persuaded as to the relevancy of the social complex type analysis for a clear
understanding of reality in world affairs, it is gratifying to observe decisive
points of contact with the elements of the theory in this book.
When an author embarks upon an analysis of the subjects treated in this
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study, there is a preliminary need to give careful scrutiny to his thoughts regard-
ing the meaning of "community." For Professor Gormley's purposes there may
be a variety of communities, but in each there must of necessity be a common
outlook on central issues. The several European communities that are analyzed
are notable in that they respect national diversities. Nonetheless, they seek
common answers to common problems. So it is that the community of the
Council of Europe, with its major interest in the civil and political lights of
man, can be joined in analysis with the community of Europe's economy as
reflected in the Common Market, the European Coal and Steel Community,
and Euratom. In Europe, it is clear that a commonwealth of need has produced
a community of interest. This has in no small measure been aided by the highly
dynamic and transnational quality of Europe's ideas, peoples, goods, and ser-
vices. This community of interest has boldly accepted a structure comparable
to the importance of the interest. The author is certainly correct in identifying
the structural forms as encompassing limited, but nonetheless, supranational
organizations. In identifying this fact one is inclined to ascribe the existence
of these organizations - at least in part - to the "maturity" of Europe's inter-
relationships after World War II and to a dissatisfaction with politically-instru-
mented delays that surfaced within a universal international organization, namely,
the United Nations.
Professor Gormley's book strikes hard at the traditional view that only
states are "subjects" of international law. If for no other reason than the popu-
lation explosion of international organizations and human beings, it might be
urged that they, too, should be subjects of the law. Since traditional interna-
tional law has relegated the individual to the status of an "object" or "bene-
ficiary" of such law, and since such a concept has resulted in some unrectified
harms to individuals, the author properly asks whether it is the principal func-
tion of law to benefit the individual or the legal abstraction, the state.
Several reasons account for the past state of affairs. International institu-
tions capable of considering the claims of individuals have been lacking. The
individual has been obliged to exhaust his local remedies within the jurisdictions
where the harm has occurred, and if such claims could not be processed effec-
tively, it was the function of the national's state to join in the effective pro-
tection of its citizen. On occasion the state has been no more successful than
the individual, and on other occasions the state has declined to come to the
timely aid of its deserving national because of considerations of "higher" policy.
In view of the practical national obstacles that have been placed in the
path of the individual claimant, it does not seem unusual for such claimants
to assert the need for a more responsive forum. Nor is it unusual that govern-
ments have engaged in practices that are detrimental to human beings. What
is unusual is that supranational forums, which have been designed to be respon-
sive to human needs, are now being established in Europe. Their uniqueness
is evidenced by the fact that there are few, if any, other existing illustrations
of this creative and salutory development.
The author's consistent theme favors the possession by the individual of
greater international law rights. After an examination of historical practices,
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he concludes that the right of the individual to prosecute a legal action in his
own name before an international tribunal is far from startling. Thus, he is
able to urge a return to earlier practices, which, through the centuries, have
been undercut by the emergence of a "run-riot" type of nationalistic sovereignty.
Professor Gormley believes that a re-establishment of these earlier practices
would not only benefit the individual claimant, but even the plaintiff's state.
It no longer would be obliged to vindicate the claims of an individual when
they are deemed to be in conflict with national policies - existing or future.
In this manner the factual-legal claims of the individual could be separated,
perhaps effectively, from the political problems and programs of his state.
No extreme concepts are required to put such a change into effect. Inter-
national agreements have traditionally established the substantive rights of
individuals, as well as those of states. What is required is simply the identifica-
tion of suitable legal principles, standards, and rules, as well as the establish-
ment of responsible international administrative agencies, commissions, and
tribunals. While direct access by an individual to a court is hardly novel, the
new European experience limits direct access by an individual to an interna-
tional commission or tribunal that possesses some supranational authority. It
is worth noting, however, that under the European Convention of Human
Rights,' an affected individual is permitted to employ the treaty procedures
in claims against the state of which he is a national, as well as against other
signatories.
In chapter VI the author analyzes the types of cases that can be and
have been heard before the several courts of the European economic organiza-
tions and in the combined European Court of Justice. Many pertinent illus-
trations are provided of practices that suggest the validity of these judicial
undertakings, the prospects for their successes, and the importance of the ex-
periment to other states that may find it profitable to attempt it.
A number of pragmatic illustrations and recommendations are set forth
by Professor Gormley. He calls attention, for example, to the fact that although
the role of the European Human Rights Convention is to protect the signatory
states as well as individuals, at the present time the Commission has served to
protect states to a greater degree than individuals. This has in large part been
the product of Article 26 of the Convention which requires the applicant to
move with incredible speed in exhausting his national remedies and in moving
on to the Commission for review.
Professor Gormley goes on to identify many situations where he believes
there is a need to change the existing treaties or practices. While he would
make fairly modest changes in the authority and practice of the European
Human Rights Commission and European economic organizations, he would
effect a major change in the jurisdiction of the World Court. Thus, he states
that
1 Nov. 4, 1950; '(effective Sept. 3, 1953).
2 W. P. GORMLEY, THE PROCEDURAL STATUS OF THE INDIVIDUAL BEFORE INTERNATIONAL
AND SUPRANATIONAL TRIBUNALS 127-84 (1966) [hereinafter cited as GORMLEY].
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the main recommendation being offered in this study is that The Hague
Court be opened to individuals, nongovernmental groups, regional organiza-
tions, and even the United Nations.... [W]e must never lose sight of the
absolute necessity to open the ICJ to individuals. The Court cannot remain
static and apart from the rapidly emerging World Community.8
He admits to advocacy and has indeed provided a number of instances of it.
The author's study compares certain matters that are common to human
rights and to the economic institutions. After noting that the European Court
of Justice has been able to play a larger role in the development of law than
the Commission and Court of Human Rights, he ascribes this situation to "(1).
the rapidly expanding economy of the 'Six,' and (2) the very heavy case load
handled in Luxembourg" by the European Court of Justice.4 The greater
volume of business before that court has provided the occasion for judicial
interpretation, and this has served to strengthen the expanding legal system of
the economic bodies.
Several additional means of protecting individual rights appear to be
open to these institutions as they achieve maturity. Formal amendments of
the basic conventions are possible. Further, there appears to be a real need
for mobilization of all appropriate forces to ensure the development of the insti-
tutions. It is safe to say that the author quite properly looks at the evolutionary
aspects of these bodies. History, it may be assumed, is considered to be on the
right, or evolutionary, side. Further, the author indicates his personal faith
in the compelling reasonableness of a favorable evolution whereby the indi-
vidual will come to possess true international law status. He also notes the
existence of a significant number of private international bodies, whose major
task, in some instances, has been to mobilize opinion in favor of the rule of law
in world affairs. Also, the human rights and economic challenges to national
sovereignty, although real, normally do not involve situations where national
interests of the highest importance are likely to become an issue. These, among
other factors, are pertinent to an analysis of the individual's accelerating pro-
cedural status as a subject of international law.
This book is a welcome and timely analysis. It demonstrates the need for
structural change in the protection of individual rights and contains suitable
recommendations for a more effective and efficient system of such protection.
More importantly, perhaps, this volume demonstrates that thinking about the
role and function of international law is on the move. It takes into full account
the fact that international law, like all law, consists of expanding processes
seeking the realization of enlarging purposes and that national self-interest and
community interests can be identical and can mutually advance basic human
needs. One can readily join with Professor Gorm-ley in the hope that the con-
cept of a world rule of law can be effectively organized and that a new system
will emerge which will be adequately equipped to implement the programs of
regional supranational institutions. Perhaps, with effort and with luck, the
3 GORMLRY 191-92.
4 GORMLEY 183-84.
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favorable European experience can be built into the routine relationships of
an increasing number of nations.
Carl Q. Christol*
POLITICS AND THE REGULATORY AGENcIEs. By William L. Cary. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1967. Pp. 149. $5.95.
American reformers- and perhaps Americans generally-lack patience
and a sense of history. They are forever in search of gadgets and gimmicks.
Professional liberals and liberal professors hailed the independent administra-
tive agency as a patented engine for continuous reform. The formula was a
body of experts, independent of political control by President and Congress,
generously endowed with wide powers to regulate some industry or area in "the
public interest." We proposed to ourselves the notion that the problems in each
of these fields could be reduced to technical questions. We knew of course that
the establishment of each of these agencies had been preceded by years of
controversy. Each enabling statute was the resolution of an intense struggle
for power. The statutory resolution was made possible only by an aroused
public opinion. Yet somehow we believed that the statute once enacted, we
could sit back and expect the continuing power confrontations to be posed as
technical problems to be solved solely by "expertise." Of course it didn't work.
And so disillusioned, but with the same impatience and shortsightedness, we
fell to berating the agencies and calling them names (e.g., "industry oriented").
Once more we looked about for "solutions" -for devices which would put
the agencies back on the track of reform. We have been disinclined to consider
the notion that these agencies, as is true of any other organs of government,
could do some jobs and not others, had their fertile periods and their dry periods,
shared, one might say, the infirmities of man.
Professor Cary's book is the best antidote I know of for these bad habits
of thought. He is aware of all of the criticisms, all of the fashionable analyses.
He is prepared to recognize that in each there is considerable truth, but he will
not accept, for example, Galbraith's facile generalization that these agencies
after ten or fifteen years "become, with some exceptions, either an arm of the
industry they are regulating or senile."1 It is Professor Cary's position, as it is
mine, that at any one time an agency may indeed be "an arm of the industry"
or senile, but so may a bureau in a department, so may the Supreme Court
or the President. This is not to deny that an agency that regulates a single
industry is subject to a peculiar risk of becoming "industry oriented." An
agency, with its limited resources and energies, cannot effectuate policy if it
Member of the South Dakota, California, and United States Supreme Court Bars; Ph.D.
University of Chicago, 1941; LL.B. Yale, 1947; Certificate, The Academy of International
Law, The Hague, 1950; Professor of International Law and Political Science, University of
Southern California.
1 W. CARY, POLITICS AND THE REGULATORY AGENCIES 2 (1967) [hereinafter cited asCARY].
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cannot enlist the cooperation of the regulated industry in enforcing that policy.
Cooperation is based on an understanding that there are some goals in com-
mon, that the values of the regulated industry are relevant to a decent solution
or, more crudely, that the regulator must pay a price for cooperation. Further-
more, the kind of power exercised by such an agency almost inevitably impli-
cates it in the management of the industry so that the agency viewed qua
regulator is involved in a conflict of interest.
Professor Gary sees dearly that the problems confronting these agencies
are political and require for their solution the kind of political power that
independent agencies do not have. Their very "independence," if a source of,
strength, is even more surely a source of weakness. Gary explores with precision
and refinement the agencies' relations with the President and with Congress.
He believes that they should and that they can be independent of the President
in their day-to-day decision making. But the President does have a significant
role in all agency administration. Since he has the responsibility for budgeting
and for advising Congress on government operations, it is, of course, necessary
for him to evaluate all administrative performances.
More difficult to formulate is the President's proper role in coordinating
administration. The Constitution obligates him to execute the laws. Political
theorists argue that because this implies a power to coordinate all policy deci-
sions, the independent agency is anomalous, as well as mischievous. The argu-
ment is not without force. It is not enough to reply that coordination is in any
case an impossible objective. What is in question is not a continuing com-
puterized coordination but the power to coordinate in given instances where
the need for it is seen. Taking the independent agency as given, Professor Cary
adopts a sound and sensible approach to the problem. The President should
be free at all times to state his views but always with the understanding that
he be given no political favor and that his opinion be accorded no more weight
than it is entitled to on the merits as seen by the agency. Cary concludes that
"the White House should assert itself to ensure that the agencies are function-
ing effectively and set the course on which they are to proceed."2 He does not,
however, address himself to the sensitive question whether the President should
refuse to reappoint a commissioner because he disapproves of his policies. It
is clear that a commissioner may trim his sails because of this likelihood. But
in making initial appointments, it is accepted that the attitudes of a prospective
appointee are relevant. The major premise in such a case is that the work of
the agencies is political, that the commissioners are political officials, and that
their policy attitudes are, therefore, relevant to their appointment. Arguably,
it follows that these policy attitudes are relevant to reappoinment.
Professor Cary analyzes with great care and with excellent illustration
the agencies' relations with Congress. In replying to the charge that the "indepen-
dent" agencies are not accountable, he notes the "very substantial ... accounta-
bility [which] is present through the oversight power of Congress and the exis-
tence of committee staffs who in many cases have demonstrated competence."3
-2 CARY 137.
3 CARY 58.
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Clearly the agencies - some more than others - are subject to constant and
effective pressure from Congressional committees and from individual members
of Congress. They are, perhaps, more or less "independent" in the decision of
specific matters - who shall get a license, whether a rate is reasonable, etc. -
but time and again certain agencies (e.g. the FCC) have been forced to retreat
from major policy positions. Although Cary states that "unilateral committee
or committee chairman action... seems doubtful and in fact improper [because]
at this level industry pressure can be overwhelming,"4 I feel he is not too sure
about this judgment, since he goes on to note the view of a colleague that there
may be a difference between Congressional intervention in broad questions of
policy (e.g. cigarette advertising) which are in the public eye and matters of
a "technical nature" likely to generate less public controversy, where to yield
to a committee chairman may be to yield solely to industry pressure.5 Cary's
caution at this point, however, is justified. We can no longer (if we ever could)
restrict legitimate decision-making to the simplified model of three organs of
government each doing its special job and each doing it according to the rules
laid down by the Constitution for the exercise of power. Congress, the Presi-
dency, the Administration, and the Courts govern through a great variety of
ad hoc organizations and devices. This appears to be required by the ineffable
complexity and number of the jobs to be done.
Let us return to the general role of the administrative agency. In an
excellent conclusion to his chapter "The Vitality of a Regulating Agency,"'
Professor Cary says,
I do not believe that rigor mortis is necessarily the lot of every commission,
or that an agency is incapable of resuscitation.... It is undoubtedly neces-
sary to distinguish between agencies which operate under the cloak of a
general consensus and those which do not.7
Speaking of the often criticized FCC, he notes that "Congress never expressly
considered the economics of . . . [the] industry or the impact of the public
interest in any concrete or clear form."' It is his point that an agency cannot
maintain its vigor and meet new problems unless it is able to get from Congress
periodical mandates that both define its powers and revitalize its forces. In this
respect, furthermore, it is no different from any other administration.
But I would return finally to the doubtful, sometimes espoused theory that
the only function of an administrative agency is to make bold innovations. Just
as the courts perform valuable day-to-day functions, so do the agencies. And
they can continue to bring to their jobs the values generated by their specializa-
tion and by their possession of initiating, enforcing, adjudicating and rule-
making power.' Granted that the agencies fail to solve problems involving major
4 C&ARY 57.
5 CARY 57.
6 CARY 60-89.
7 CARY 88.
8 CARY 89.
9 It should be noted that despite opinion to the contrary, Cary approves the combination
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power conflicts, they do nevertheless solve important problems which fall short
of this degree of controversy.
Louis L. Jaffe*
THE ZONING GAME: MUNICIPAL PRACTICES AND POLICIES. By Richard F.
Babcock. Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press. 1966. Pp. xvi,
202. $5.75.
The late Arthur T. Vanderbilt, former Chief Justice of the New Jersey
Supreme Court, once wrote:
Of the great gap between the law in books and the law in action not
even a first-year law school student needs to be told; it is but an aspect of
the wide gulf between precept and practice in every activity in which
human beings with all their frailties have a part. What looks perfect on
paper often turns out to be quite defective in fact .... Appreciating the
difference between law in books and law in action is an indispensable part
of the lawyer's daily work.'
This law-oriented book, bearing the imprimatur of the University of Wisconsin
Press, which helped pioneer "law in action" studies in land use and develop-
ment as part of Professors Hurst and Beuscher's "Law and the Wisconsin
Idea" would be expected to discharge Justice Vanderbilt's "indispensable part
of the lawyer's daily work." The Zoning Game not only fulfills this reasonable
expectation, but exceeds it. It does so primarily because its author, Richard F.
Babcock, with twenty-one years of practice in this barely fifty year old field,
has garnered more practical experience in "the zoning game" that any lawyer
could reasonably expect to have. For breadth, he can point to his service as
a commissioner for the Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission and as a
director of the American Society of Planning Officials. For scholarly creden-
tials, he can cite a long series of law review articles. If this practical or front-
line experience were not enough (or perhaps too much), Mr. Babcock might
mention his travels throughout the United States and England in 1962 during
which time he spoke with lawyers, judges, city planners, and laymen about
what zoning is actually accomplishing and how it is actually being accom-
plished. The result is a readable and intellectually stimulating book on zoning
in action.
In view of the now widespread acceptance of zoning as a form of public
land use control,2 the question of how well or how poorly zoning has served the
of adjudicating and rule-making functions. They are valuable alternative approaches to policy-
making and each reinforces and enriches the potentialities of the other. See GARY 125-34.
* Byrne Professor of Administrative Law, Harvard University Law School.
1 A. VANDERBILT, MAN AND MEASURES IN THE LAW 37 (1949).
2 While limited public controls over land use have a long tradition in both English and
American law, the use of zoning as a form of public control to shape urban land use develop-
ment in this country was not initiated until the 1910's. The Minnesota experience reflects the
growing pains of zoning as a land use control. After a 1913 statute attempting to regulate
urban growth by restricting land use was declared unconstitutional as an improper exercise of
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development of our metropolitan areas may seem unnecessarily obvious to
anyone who lives in such an area. This, of course, is a superficial reaction.3
Zoning has served some very important social functions. If nothing else, it has
institutionalized the local prevention of undesirable land uses in our residential
neighborhoods and has thus prevented (or at least limited) the earlier Ameri-
can tradition of barnburning, just as the development of tort law reduced self-
help from the rule to the exception.
If, however, for the purpose of discussion, we equate zoning with public
land use controls,4 how well can we as lawyers say it has accomplished its
objectives? Mr. Babcock says very poorly, and there are few, if any, observers
better qualified to draw such a conclusion.' A very real part of the failure of
zoning results from the lack of an articulate statement of its purposes and goals.
We are told by planners, and occasionally by the courts, that zoning is
merely a tool of planning. State enabling acts regularly require that zoning be
in accordance with a comprehensive plan. But what ends does the plan and
its tool, zoning, seek? The enabling acts often contain a litany of ends that are
regularly recited to justify a local zoning decision.6 Does zoning in fact seek
these ends or does it, in the words of the Euclid decision, seek "the creation
and maintenance of residential districts, from which business and trade of every
the police power, State ex rel. Lachtman v. Houghton, 134 Minn. 226, 158 N.W. 1017 (1916),
the state tried zoning via the eminent domain power under a statute that authorized certain
city councils, under specified conditions, to establish "restricted residence districts." Ch. 128,
S.F. No. 39, [1915] Minn. Laws. The landowners in such districts who were benefited by the
use restrictions were to pay the damages suffered by the owners of the restricted land. The value
of the development rights thus condemned was vested in the city. State ex rel. Twin Cities Bldg.
& Inv. Co. v. Houghton, 144 Minn. 1, 174 N.W. 885 (1919), reo'd on rehearing, 144 Minn. 1,
176 N.W. 159 (1920). After unsatisfactory experience with this approach, Minnesota success-
fully reverted to the police power as a method of publicly controlling land use-this time with
the approval of its Supreme Court. State ex rel. Banner Grain Co. v. Houghton, 142 Minn. 28,
170 N.W. 853 (1919). Nonetheless, limited statutory authority for eminent domain land
use controls still exists in that state. MINN. STAT. ANN. ch. 462, §§ 462.12-.17 (1963).
Interestingly enough, Mr. Babcock suggests limited use of the eminent domain power to
alleviate the current "all or nothing" result of zoning litigation. R. BABCOCK, THE ZONING
GAME: MUNICIPAL PRACTICES AND PoLICI s 167-72 (1966) [hereinafter cited as BABCOCK].
While zoning may have had unknowing and indirect progenitors in the colonial law of
Massachusetts that segregated noxious uses or in the first building height regulations of the
late 1800's, zoning qua zoning (i.e., division of land uses into separate "zones") gained broad
acceptance only after the publication in 1923 by the United States Department of Commerce
of the Standard State Zoning Enabling Act and the approval in 1926 of use district zoning
by the United States Supreme Court in Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365
(1926). In spite of the repeated dictum that zoning is "merely a tool" of planning, it has
grown to be the most popular form of public land use control.
3 See the author's comparison of the development of zoned Los Angeles with unzoned
Houston. BABCOCic 25-28.
4 See the discussion in note 2, supra.
5 This reviewer has previously reached the same conclusion from a much more limited
point of view (highway roadside protection) and based on much more limited experience.
See F. CovaY, ROADSmE PROTECTION THROUGH ACCESS CONTROL, 48-51, 64-65, 67-68
(1960). Mr. Babcock is cited here as authority for my conclusions in the above-mentioned
text, not vice versa.
6 E.g., ILL. ANN. STAT. ch. 24, § 11-13-1 (Supp. 1967):
To the end that adequate light, pure air, and safety from fire and other dangers
may be secured, that the taxable value of land and buildings throughout the
municipality may be conserved, that congestion in the public streets may be lessened
or avoided, that the hazards to persons and damage to property resulting from the
accumulation or runoff of storm or flood waters may be lessened or avoided, and
that the public health, safety, comfort, morals, and welfare may otherwise be
promoted ....
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sort, including hotels and apartment houses, are excluded"?7 If the latter alter-
native really describes the end of zoning, is that end valid? Similarly, what is
the reason for the exclusion of all other uses from a residential area and the
strict limitation of even the residential uses in a given area?' Mr. Babcock
suggests that often, at least in the case of suburban and ex-urban zoning, the
reason for such exclusion is not the statutory litany of light, air, traffic, etc.,
but is actually status protection, de facto segregation and localism. This dis-
parity between articulated and actual motive is illustrated by the differing
treatment given prospective multiple-family developers and industrial developers
in such areas.
The Zoning Game, then, is a study of what zoning is in practice, how it
is administered, and what, in the author's opinion, should be done to improve
the less than satisfactory present state of zoning policy and practice. After
setting the stage, Mr. Babcock introduces the "players" in the zoning game:
the layman as public decision maker on the planning commissions and zoning
boards (making political decisions but not politically responsible to the voters,
beset with undue localism and perhaps prejudice, and often laboring under
very real conflicts of interest); the layman as a private decision maker, i.e., the
prospective land developer (often bludgeoned into acquiescence by the local
authorities without being able to demand his rights); the planner (often beset
with a conflict between his role as planner and his role as municipal advocate);
the lawyer (often confused about or disinterested in land use controls and
harassed by the flagrant violations of due process in the conduct of many local
zoning hearings); and the judges (often overwhelmed or bored by zoning
cases).
Mr. Babcock then reviews the rules of the game- the actual purpose
behind local zoning regulations and the basis of decision making in zoning
disputes. Here the actualities (and faults) of current zoning are crystalized:
the undue localism and lack of concern with metropolitan, regional, and even
state-wide problems of development; the commitment to single family zoning
without rational supporting bases; the lack of due process in many zoning
hearings; and the often-present lack of predictability (and perhaps equal pro-
tection) in the administration of local zoning. All of these charges can be
substantiated by anyone who has had even limited exposure to local zoning
practice (although admittedly they sometimes work to the advantage of one's
client).
Even if The Zoning Game were limited to such a socio-anthropological
report on zoning in action, it would be a book worth reading. Mr. Babcock's
own practical experience, plus his field study, make the factors he reports of
value, and his very readable style makes their reporting interesting. He has
ably discharged his duty of reporting "the wide gulf between precept and prac-
tic&' in the area of his particular specialty. The Zoning Game does not, how-
7 Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 390 (1926).
8 The value of complete use segregation is clearly open to question today when such
high-rise developments as Chicago's Marina City and John Hancock Center have consciously
and effectively mixed residential, commercial and business uses in the same buildings.
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ever, stop here. The author goes on to suggest three basic changes in current
zoning practice which are aimed at improving its administration.
Reform in current land-use policy will require a substantial change in
our state enabling acts along three lines: (1) more detailed statutory pre-
scription of the required administrative procedures at the local level; (2) a
statutory restatement of the major substantive criteria by which the reason-
ableness of local decision-making is measured; (3) the creation of a state-
wide administrative agency to review the decisions of local authorities in
land-use matters, with final appeal to an appellate court.9
These are changes to which the reviewer subscribes, although with the knowledge
that others in the land use field do not accept any of these proposed reforms."
As Mr. Babcock acknowledges, these reforms will be slow in coming, particu-
larly because they will be opposed by the same localism that now controls many
of the zoning decisions. Nonetheless, since the future of our metropolitan areas
is of such great importance, the proposals for reform must be made and their
implementation must be actively sought. Herein lies the challenge of this book.
Frank M. Covey, Jr.*
9 BABCOCK: 153-54.
10 See, e.g., Hagman, Book Review, 34 U. CGi. L. REv. 469 (1967).
* Member of the Illinois and United States Supreme Court Bars; B.S. Loyola Uni-
versity (Chicago), 1954; J.D. Loyola University Law School (Chicago), 1957; S.J.D. Uni-
versity of Wisconsin Law School, 1960; partner, McDermott, Will & Emery, Chicago; Lecturer,
Loyola University (Chicago).
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